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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a progress report on Global Air Traffic Management (GATM) avionic system test
activities at the Air Force Flight Test Center. In many parts of the world today the continuing growth of
commercial air traffic is running up against limits brought on by overuse of aviation resources. Air
corridors in Europe and on transoceanic air routes are operating at maximum capacity. Civil Aviation
Authorities (CAAs) are working these challenges on two levelsnear-term incremental improvements
and long-term visionary changes. Each country has a CAA; ours being the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). Near-term solutions focus on better utilization of resources such as air space and
frequency spectrum and improved performance of air traffic control facilities. Long-term visionary
changes, such as free flight, could fundamentally change the current civil aviation business process
model. CAA policies and standards are driving near-term improvements and migration toward long-term
objectives. This initiative is referred as Communication Navigation Surveillance/Air Traffic
Management (CNS/ATM). Implementation of the U.S. military’s vision, Global Reach/Global Power,
requires the ability to rapidly deploy armed forces to major regional conflicts anywhere in the world,
and to sustain these forces for as long as it takes to resolve these conflicts. To achieve this goal and
accomplish rapid deployments while at the same time minimizing costs, the Air Force has adopted a
solution that makes extensive use of CNS/ATM. The Air Force calls its initiative Global Air Traffic
Management (GATM). Air Force aircraft equipped with GATM avionics will be able to use CNS/ATM
capabilities such as reduced vertical separation minimum (RVSM), 8.33 kHz data links, automatic
dependent surveillance - broadcast (ADS-B), and global communication networks. These capabilities
make possible improved flight safety, lower fuel costs, and quicker turn times. The Air Force Flight Test
Center supports the GATM initiative by providing Air Traffic Control (ATC) Communications Test
Facilities and Avionic System Test (ACTFAST) capabilities to support aircraft modification programs.
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1.0  Background.

“The tremendous growth in air traffic presents increasing challenges for air traffic service providers, air
carriers, and the military. The air traffic control system requires significant upgrades to increase system
capacity and flight efficiency while continuing to meet flight safety standards. The International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and other civil aviation
authorities (CAA) are implementing a new air traffic management architecture to meet this need. This
new architecture takes advantage of emerging technologies in communication, navigation, and
surveillance (CNS) to improve air traffic management (ATM). The civil aviation community refers to
this new architecture as CNS/ATM. Due to the major impact to DOD global operations, this document
refers to these new concepts as Global Air Traffic Management (GATM).” [1]



2.0  GATM Avionics System Test at the AFFTC.

The AFFTC pioneered a new method for testing RVSM compliance and a unique Air Traffic Control
(ATC) Communication Test Facility and Avionics System Test (ACTFAST) capability.

Reduced Visibility Separation Minimum (RVSM) Certification.

The AFFTC led the way in developing a low cost alternative method for certifying military flight
vehicles for compliance with RVSM. That method made use of an instrumented pacer aircraft in place
of the conventional trailing cone. The pacer method was developed in response to the then costly Class
II modification & demodification to the aircraft under test that was required to employ the trailing cone
method. New methods have been found, since then, to employ a trailing cone without the necessity for
Class II modification & demodification. The pacer method remains a low cost alternative method for
certifying military flight vehicles when considered as part of comprehensive package that satisfies the
complete GATM avionics test requirements. [2]

ATC Communications Test Facility & Avionics System Test (ACTFAST)

The AFFTC, working with ARINC, developed and installed a unique ATC center at Edwards AFB CA.
ACTFAST is an ATC center similar to those used by the FAA to keep track of commercial and military
aircraft while they are en route or during the high-altitude phase of their flights. The intended uses of
ACTFAST are to assist aircraft modification centers and system integration labs in integrating GATM
avionics into military flight vehicles and hardware test beds by supplying a dedicated ATC center with
integrated avionics data-link communications test capabilities.

Several important features make ACTFAST unique among ATC centers. (1) It is a schedulable asset
available to AFFTC customers 24/7. (2) It provides extensive data-link message capture and analysis
capabilities. (3) It provides dedicated VHF test frequencies for tests that take place within the R-2508
restricted airspace. (4) Via its connection to a global aviation telecommunications network, ACTFAST
is capable of supporting military air-vehicles and system integration labs worldwide.

ACTFAST is invaluable during the Test & Evaluation phases because it enables testing of avionics data-
link messaging by comparing actual results against performance specifications, standards, Technical
Orders, and operational requirements. During the Modification T&E phase, ACTFAST may be used to
evaluation avionics modifications, upgrades, or improvements. During the Operational T&E phase,
ACTFAST may be used to help support the Operational Assessment by providing test data to support
the evaluation of operational effectiveness and suitability of GATM avionics. Operating units (such as
the 89th Air Mobility Wing at Andrews AFB DC and the Speckled Trout at Edwards AFB CA) have
already made use of ACTFAST to assist in their Operational Assessment of fielded GATM avionics.

3.0  ATC Communications Test Facility and Avionics System Test (ACTFAST)

System Architecture:

The overarching GATM architecture in which ACTFAST resides is shown in Figure 1. Within this
architecture, the management functions reside at the Air Traffic Control (ATC) centers (operated by the
Civil Aviation Authorities, of which the FAA is a member) and the Air Operations Centers (AOC). The
AOCs are operated by the organizations that own and operate the aircraft. These are the airlines
(American, Delta, FEDEX, etc.), the engine manufacturers (GE, Pratt-Whitney, etc.), and various
military organizations such as Tanker Airlift Commend Center (TACC). ACTFAST has worldwide



communication capabilities by being connected to the global aviation data-link network. The global
network is made up of landlines, Very High Frequency Data Link (VDL) ground-stations, High
Frequency Data Link (HDL) ground-stations, and communication satellite networks. The network
provides worldwide routing of ATC and AOC data to and from aircraft en route. Through this vast
network, ACTFAST can communicate with aircraft, ATC centers, and AOCs throughout the world.
ACTFAST is capable of performing the functions of and ATC center. ACTFAST is also capable of
emulating a generic AOC. [3]

Figure 1. System Architecture

The GATM avionics environment is shown in Figure 2. The aircraft is equipped for Air Traffic Services
(ATS) messages, such as ACARS [Aircraft Communication Addressing & Reporting System] (also
called VDL Mode 0) and VDL Mode 2. The aircraft Communications Management Unit (CMU) is
capable of using either HF or VHF ground stations or SATCOM. The CMU selects the least expensive
means of communication from whatever is available.

Initial Demonstration Cgpability (IDC):

The IDC system, shown in Figure 3, has been in operation since September 2000. This system is
currently being operated and maintained by the developing organization (412 TW/DRP). The IDC
system is composed of a single workstation group (comprising three workstations) and three VHF radio
Integrated ARINC Ground Stations (IAGS). The workstations are used for ATC, AOC, and Test. Three
IAGS with 5 VHF transceivers total are currently operational. All transceivers are configured for the
ACARS (VDL Mode 0) message capability The ACARS transmission rate is at 2.4 kh/s. The salient
characteristics are shown in Table 1 for the IDC installation.



Figure 2.  GATM Avionics Environment

Figure 3.  Initial Demonstration Capability (25 Sep 00)



To date the IDC system has been used to support testing for the following organizations:

• Speckled Trout, Edwards AFB CA
• 89th Air Wing, Andrews A-FB MD
• Reconfigurable Cockpit Avionics Test bed (RCAT), Hanscom AFB MA
• C-17 System Integration Lab(SIL),Long Beach CA
• C-17 Around the World Flight, DET 5, Edwards AFB CA

Initial Operational Capability (IOC):

The IOC system, shown in Figure 3, will transition to operational status in October 2001. The Range
Division (412 TW/LGR) will assume responsibility for operation and maintenance of the system at that
time. The IOC system is composed of two workstation groups (comprising three workstations) and three
VHF radio Integrated ARINC Ground Stations (IAGS). All three IADS will be located at Building 4970.
One will be a spare along with two VHF transceivers. The two operational IAGS will be populated with
six VHF transceivers each for a total of twelve operational altogether. The salient characteristics of the
IOC installation are shown in Table 2. A Calibration Reference System (CRS) will be available for the
IOC system that will provide an independent aircraft reference and a calibrated signal source.

Figure 4. Initial Operational Capability (1 Oct 01)



4.0  ACTFAST Test Scenarios

Thee different test scenarios are described. The first two scenarios involve flight-testing avionics
systems installed in aircraft. The third scenario involves testing avionics systems installed in non-flying
test-beds. The following organizations and personnel are involved in activities required to plan, initiate,
execute and close out a Test Project. The Project Management Directorate (412 TW/DR) is responsible
for all phases of the Test Project Management process. The Test Project manager is responsible for
interfacing with the customer and the AFFTC organizations that supply the test resources necessary to
execute the Test & Evaluation phases. The AFFTC Scheduling Office is responsible for scheduling and
coordinating all flying operations at Edwards AFB. The Range Division (412 TW/LGR) is responsible
for setting up and executing Flight Test Missions. The Avionics Engineering Division (412 TW/ENV) is
responsible for executing the Avionics Test & Evaluation process. The key players involved in
executing a specific ACTFAST test mission and their roles are as follows:

• Range Control Officer (RCO). Responsible for ACTFAST operations. Assigned by the Range
Division.

• Test Conductor. Responsible for the “ground-side” avionics test activities and for evaluating the
test results. This is normally an Avionics Test Engineer assigned by the Avionics Engineering
Division.

• Aircrew. Responsible for the “air-side” avionics test activities.

Addition operations players who may be involved as required to support the mission may include the
following:

• ACTFAST System Administrator
• ARINC Network Operation Center Administrator
• ARINC System Test Bed Administrator



Avionics-Platform System Integration Testing in the R-2508 Restricted Airspace

In this scenario the aircraft under test flies in the R-2508 Restricted Airspace. The following
AFFTC/ARINC resources are required to execute this test:

• ACTFAST
• ARINC Network Operation Center (NOC) and System Test Bed (STB)
• ARINC STB audit file support
• VDL ground station(s)
• VDL test configuration (test frequencies and VDL mode)
• Mission voice frequencies within R-2508
• R-2508 Airspace Clearance
• Test Cards
• Range Control Officer
• Avionics Test Engineer

The following data items are produced:
• ACTFAST message log files
• Gateway/Router log files
• VDL Ground Station audit files
• STB audit files
• Report of test results

Avionics-Platform System Integration Testing in National or International Airspace

In this scenario the aircraft under test flies outside the R-2508 restricted airspace, in National Airspace
(NAS) or International Airspace (IAS). The following AFFTC/ARINC resources are required to execute
this test:

• ACTFAST
• ARINC Network Operation Center (NOC).
• ARINC NOC audit-file support
• SATCOM phone number (for voice contact with aircrew) and test times
• Airspace clearance with appropriate NAS or IAS ATC (not ACTFAST)
• Test Cards
• Range Control Officer
• Avionics Test Engineer

The following data items are produced:

• ACTFAST message log files
• Gateway/Router log files
• NOC audit files
• Report of test results



Testing with a Non-Flying Test-Bed at a System Integration Laboratory

In this scenario the aircraft under test is actually a non-flying test-bed at a System Integration Laboratory
(SIL). The following AFFTC/ARINC resources are required to execute this test:

• ACTFAST
• ARINC Network Operation Center (NOC).
• ARINC NOC audit-file support (as required)
• SIL (Simulated aircraft - no ATC coordination required)
• SIL phone number (for voice contact with SIL) and test times
• Range Control Officer
• Avionics Test Engineer

The following data items are produced:

• ACTFAST message log files
• Gateway/Router log files
• NOC audit files (as required)
• Report of test results (as required)

5.0  Conclusion

Two GATM test capabilities have been developed to date. These are (1) an RVSM certification method
using an instrumented pacer aircraft and (2) an ACTFAST demonstration system. The capabilities of
ACTFAST have been demonstrated widely for the past year and have shown promise. The ACTFAST
demonstration system is supporting customers today. An initial operational version of ACTFAST will be
ready for IOC in October 2001. The IOC system will include additional features such as Aircraft
Handoff between ATC Centers, initial AOC message sets, and a Calibration Reference System that will
provide an independent aircraft reference and a calibrated signal source.
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